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             Status
1. Adding additional photon ID cut
     → R9
     → Scan all of the R9 cut to find the best          
       combination (need to be re-run...)

2. Pseudo-data by mixing gammajet and QCD     
    MCs with different fractions
     → Check the influence of QCD BG

3. Try to understand what those ''fake            
   photon'' really are (QCD di-jet contamination)

 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Object selection:
● ““Photon“ Photon“  “Prompt Photon”→ “Prompt Photon”→

●  Photon: P
T
 > 55 GeV and |η| < 2.5         

● “Particle Flow Jet”Particle Flow Jet”(passed “TIGHT” jet-ID cut)
  → jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon (deltaR > 0.5) 

Loose/Tight photonID cut

+ hasPixelSeed = 0

Event Selection:
Pass beam scraping filter
Pass Primary event vertex filter: |z| < 24 cm, |d0| < 2 cm,  Num DOF > =4

                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

  1st-Jet: P
T
 > 50 GeV/c, |η| < 2.5

  Di-Jet: both of jets-> P
T
 > 20 GeV/c ,|η| < 2.5

  

without pre-scaling

 Pt sum of second primary vertex <  10 GeV/c

Deep studies for PU rejection

   With DPS Selection Criteria 
 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Photon matching v1
                   p

T
 resolution = (p

T
reco-p

T
gen)/p

T
gen
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Addition selection cut for photon in GEN and RECO level : 
pT > 30 GeV/c, |η| < 3
                           

      Photon Matching (Gen. v.s. Reco level)

Caculate ΔR = sqrt(Δη2+Δφ2) between gen-prompt-photon
                                       and all of reco-photon
(Prompt photon = direct photon + fragmentation photon)

● “Photon“  “Prompt Photon” in Gen-level        →

● Set a cone which the radius is 0.15 and then observe the photon property       
   distribution in/out of the cone.

● Matching  to see if the reco-photon with largest P→
T 
is in the cone or not.

● The mother particle of gen matched particle could be quark, anti-quark, gluon  
  or photon   prompt photon !!→

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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  Leading Photon purity 
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

photon-jet contribution in the barrel region:

# of leading photon in the barrel region =287.744
# of matched leading photon in the barrel region =287.738
matching rate = 0.999978 +- 0.00027759

photon-jet contribution in the end-cap region:

# of leading photon in the endcap region =141.606
# of matched leading photon in the endcap region =141.559
Matching rate = 0.999671 +- 0.00152294

LOOSE photon ID cut TIGHT photon ID cut

photon-jet contribution in the barrel region:

# of leading photon in the barrel region =226.621
# of matched leading photon in the barrel region =226.614
matching rate = 0.999968 +- 0.000378253

photon-jet contribution in the end-cap region:

# of leading photon in the endcap region =115.934
# of matched leading photon in the endcap region =115.925
matching rate = 0.999923 +- 0.000816874

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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   Photon p
T
 resolution (Reco-Gen)

      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut TIGHT photon ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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  Leading Photon purity 
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

QCD contribution in the barrel region:
# of leading photon =654.829
# of matched leading photon =391.735
matching rate = 0.598225 +- 0.0191584
# of matched leading photon (from π0)  =243.355
matching rate = 0.371631 +- 0.0188565
# of matched leading photon (from η to π0)  =2.23435
matching rate = 0.00341211 +- 0.0022788
# of matched leading photon (from η to γ)  = 9.27365
matching rate = 0.0141619 +- 0.00461743

QCD contribution in the end-cap region:
# of leading photon  =270.583
# of matched leading photon  =160.116
matching rate = 0.591743 +- 0.0298802
# of matched leading photon (from π0)  =83.1426
matching rate = 0.307272 +- 0.0280474
# of matched leading photon (from η to π0)  =2.51502
matching rate = 0.00929481 +- 0.00583367
# of matched leading photon (from η to γ)  =21.5333
matching rate = 0.0795811 +- 0.0164531

LOOSE photon ID cut TIGHT photon ID cut

QCD contribution in the barrel region:
# of leading photon =404.786
# of matched leading photon =274.073
matching rate = 0.677082 +- 0.023241
# of matched leading photon (from π0)  =118.624
matching rate = 0.293053 +- 0.0226232
# of matched leading photon (from η to π0)  =0.0606993
matching rate = 0.000149954 +- 0.000608603
# of matched leading photon (from η to γ)  = 6.67289
matching rate = 0.016485 +- 0.00632882

QCD contribution in the end-cap region:
# of leading photon  =158.44
# of matched leading photon  =127.499
matching rate = 0.804713 +- 0.0314938
# of matched leading photon (from π0)  =27.6542
matching rate = 0.174541 +- 0.0301553
# of matched leading photon (from η to π0)  =1.20919
matching rate = 0.00763188 +- 0.00691385
# of matched leading photon (from η to γ)  =0.253313
matching rate = 0.00159879 +- 0.00317407

Π0
 is the main source of photon except for the frag. photon

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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  Leading Photon purity 
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut TIGHT photon ID cut

grand mother particle of the gen matched particle

pi0 contribution:
# of Grand Mother(91) = 0.00658765
# of Grand Mother(92) = 143.879
# of Grand Mother(213) = 0.663562
# of Grand Mother(221) = 1.26989
# of Grand Mother(223) = 1.72866

eta contribution:
# of Grand Mother(92) = 6.92621

grand mother particle of the gen matched particle

pi0 contribution:
# of Grand Mother(91) = 1.28873
# of Grand Mother(92) = 302.195
# of Grand Mother(113) = 4.46172
# of Grand Mother(213) = 7.33555
# of Grand Mother(221) = 4.74937
# of Grand Mother(223) = 9.45357
# of Grand Mother(331) = 0.0274323

eta contribution:
# of Grand Mother(92) = 30.5056
# of Grand Mother(331) = 0.301352

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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   Photon p
T
 resolution (Reco-Gen)

      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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   Photon p
T
 resolution (Reco-Gen)

      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

TIGHT photon ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Photon matching v2
Directly try to check what the matching 
gen-particle is without any assumption

                   p
T
 resolution = (p

T
reco-p

T
gen)/p

T
gen
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  Leading Photon purity 
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

QCD contribution in the barrel region:

# of leading photon in the barrel region =654.829
# of matched leading photon =391.735
matching rate = 0.598225 +- 0.0191584
# of matched leading photon (from other particles) =263.094
matching rate = 0.401776 +- 0.0191584

QCD contribution in the end-cap region:
# of leading photon =270.583
# of matched leading photon =160.116
matching rate = 0.591743 +- 0.0298802
# of matched leading photon (from other particles) =110.467
matching rate = 0.408257 +- 0.0298802

LOOSE photon ID cut TIGHT photon ID cut

QCD contribution in the barrel region:

# of leading photon in the barrel region =404.786
# of matched leading photon =274.073
matching rate = 0.677082 +- 0.023241
# of matched leading photon (from other particles) =130.713
matching rate = 0.322918 +- 0.023241

QCD contribution in the end-cap region:
# of leading photon =158.44
# of matched leading photon =127.499
matching rate = 0.804713 +- 0.0314938
# of matched leading photon (from other particles) =30.9412
matching rate = 0.195287 +- 0.0314938

grand mother particle of the gen matched particle

# of Grand Mother(111) = 329.509
# of Grand Mother(221) = 30.807
# of Grand Mother(223) = 8.00356
# of Grand Mother(311) = 1.79018
# of Grand Mother(331) = 3.45218

grand mother particle of the gen matched particle

# of Grand Mother(111) = 147.548
# of Grand Mother(221) = 6.92621
# of Grand Mother(223) = 5.45369
# of Grand Mother(331) = 1.72609

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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   Photon p
T
 resolution (Reco-Gen)

      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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   Photon p
T
 resolution (Reco-Gen)

      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

TIGHT photon ID cut

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Photon matching v3
   → parton level

           match to the Jets (4jets event)

                   p
T
 resolution = (p

T
reco-p

T
gen)/p

T
gen

          ∆R between reco-particle and gen-parton
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  Matching with parton (Reco-Gen)
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut
                  ALL selected photon 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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  Matching with parton (Reco-Gen)
      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

LOOSE photon ID cut
                  ALL selected photon 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

TIGHT photon ID cut

  Matching with parton (Reco-Gen)

                  ALL selected photon 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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      With DPS selection (loose/tight photon)

TIGHT photon ID cut

  Matching with parton (Reco-Gen)

                  ALL selected photon 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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       Summary & To Do
 In QCD contribution, the main photon source are 
 from fragmentation and Π0. But actually, the pT 
 resolution is quite pool (Π0).

 Currently, the jet cleaning is only done w.r.t.    
 the leading passed photon. I will like to test if   
 I change the way to clean w.r.t. “all” passed     
 photon. 

 To re-generate py8 photon-jet MC. (On TW-T2 
 or TW-NTU-T3)

 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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BACKUP
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      Inclusive MC Sample Information
                                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

                            With global tag: START42_V10
PT hat range Summer 11 MC # of total events Cross 

section 
weight

15-30 /G_Pt-
15to30_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2046119 1.72E+005 0.0839149629

30-50 /G_Pt-
30to50_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2187260 1.67E+004 0.0076305515

50-80 /G_Pt-
50to80_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2036704 2.72E+003 0.0013364730

80-120 /G_Pt-
80to120_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2046637 4.47E+002 0.0002185048

120-170 /G_Pt-
120to170_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2088216 8.42E+001 0.0000403071

170-300 /G_Pt-
170to300_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2069161 2.26E+001 0.0000109416

300-470 /G_Pt-
300to470_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

2076880 1.49E+000 0.0000007189

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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        QCD  MC Sample Information
                                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

                            With global tag: START42_V10
PT hat range Summer 11 MC # of total events Cross 

section 
weight

50-80 /QCD_Pt-
50to80_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

6000000 6.36E+006 1.0598333333

80-120 /QCD_Pt-
80to120_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

6000000 7.84E+005 0.1307166667

120-170 /QCD_Pt-
120to170_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

6000000 1.15E+005 0.0191833333

170-300 /QCD_Pt-
170to300_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

6000000 2.43E+004 0.0040433333

300-470 /QCD_Pt-
300to470_TuneZ2_7TeV_pythia6/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

6000000 1.17E+003 0.0001946667

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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